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Dear all,

Another year’s just flown in, hasn’t it? And now we’re
looking down the barrel of a fully loaded Christmas
confetti cannon of fun and games here at the Empire. We’ve
a super intimate show with VILLAGERS, in support of their
most complete and adventurous album yet, a sold-out show
from Country-Rock superstars OLD DOMINION and even a
BINGO RAVE for good measure.
While we’re talking about a good auld rave, ROSS FROM
FRIENDS will be bringing it back to the old-school on the last
Friday before Christmas and we’ve not one, but two dates
for PLEASUREDOME, for the ultimate in office party vibes.
KEN HADDOCK is playing two nights in The Empire
Music Hall, essential for dodging the family when all the
presents are done, and we’ve a pleasingly eclectic
SUITED AND BOOTED NYE special on the go.
Viral comedy sensation PADDY RAFF is coming in
December, and we’ve a full bill of the Empire Comedy Club
to boot. Irish rock icons ASLAN return, and MORE POWER
TO YOUR ELBOW haven’t gone away either!
Most of all, we’ve the warmth and joy of the season at
The Empire. I hope you all enjoyed 2018 as much as we did!
Wishing joy to you from me this festive season.
As always, I remain yours,

Kitty xx
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EVERY NIGHT IN THE BAR
ENTERTAINMENT
10PM - BELFAST'S BEST SUNDAY NIGHT

SUN KEN HADDOCK SUPPERCLUB
10PM - LIVE IRISH TRADITIONAL & FOLK

moN the rare aul stuff
11PM - HIP, HAPPY AND HAIRY

tue discobeard

N ALL
EW

10PM - THE ULTIMATE ALTERNATIVE PUB CHALLENGE

WED the big empire quiz
10.30PM - EMPIRE BLUES

thu rab mccullough & BAnD
5.30PM - SWEET BEATS

fri jackie rainey
10.30PM

fri 100% FRESH roots
sat live
10.30PM

rock
& Soul

SEE
OVERLEAF

3 NOV..................... ARMS OF VENUS DE MILO
10 NOV................... THE EL DUDE BROTHERS
17 NOV.................... STRICTLY NO BALLROOM
24 NOV................... BLACK MARKET ICONS
1 DEC...................... ARMS OF VENUS DE MILO
8 DEC...................... THE BREAKFAST CLUB
15 DEC.................... THE EL DUDE BROTHERS
22 DEC.................... ARMS OF VENUS DE MILO
29 DEC.................... BLACK MARKET ICONS
31 DEC..................... STRICTLY NO BALLROOM

DRINK OFFERS | LATE BAR | FREE ADMISSION
FOOD SERVED MON-SAT 12-9PM SUN 12.30-6PM

FRIDAYS | 10.30PM

100%

fresh

Roots
original artists playing their own music & more!

2 NOV

CROW BLACK CHICKEN 7 DEC

9 NOV

LONESOME GEORGE

LONESOME GEORGE

14 DEC THE MOONSHNES

16 NOV CHRIS KEYS BAND

21 DEC THE VIBES

23 NOV THE PEACE PROCESS

28 DEC HOT SAUSAGE

& MUSTARD

30 NOV THE CLANDESTINOS
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AIKEN

OLD DOMINION
THU 1 NOV | 7.30PM | SOLD OUT

New Country legends OLD DOMINION will be bringing all the glitz and
grit of Nashville, Tennessee to the Empire Music Hall. In their native
United States, the OLD DOMINION boys play stadiums that would give
you a nose-bleed just looking at them, but their Belfast date will see a much
more intimate vibe in the little ol’ Empire. Recent sophomore album Happy
Endings saw OLD DOMINION top the Billboard Country and Western chart,
and hit number 7 in the Billboard 200, which was no great surprise, seeing as
the boys have collectively written for such alumni as Keith Urban, Sam Hunt
and Tyler Far. Enjoy such hits as Snapback, Break Up with Him and Written
in the Sand in a venue a tenth of the size they’re used to!
6

PEARL JEM

SAT 3 NOV | 8.30PM | £13.50
Who would have thought, back in the heady days of the 90s that Pearl
Jam would be the true survivors of the Grunge scene? With one foot firmly
rooted in the classic American songbook and another in the sound of
Seattle, they continue to enthral fans the globe over. PEARL JEM, formed
by fans, for fans, have been on the circuit for over 10 years, preaching
the gospel of Vedder and Co. to a legion of the faithful. It’s a crowd that
demands 100% authenticity, which PEARL JEM deliver in spades.
With a new Pearl Jam album incoming, and plenty of controversy to boot,
PEARL JEM remind us that the spirit of the 90s is still alive!
7

BINGO LOCO

THU 8 NOV & FRI 28 DEC | 7PM | £14
This is not yer granny’s bingo. Heads down for the biggest and boldest
bingo night around. Rave rounds, lip sync battles and the prizes? Enough to
make the late, great Jim Bowen break down and cry into his Welsh dresser.
8-foot teddy bears, a Car, a trip to Vegas and even your own ruddy boat?
Sure, where else would you get it? Part of an island-wide campaign to
bring the world of BINGO LOCO to as many people as possible, The Belfast
Empire is just one stop in an eight-date nationwide tour!
All together now, everyone’s favourite, six and nine…
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SPRINGBREAK
SAT 10 NOV | 8.30PM | £12

The 80’s are back in again, but down at SPRINGBREAK they never really
went away. Formed in 2005, the band have played over 2000 shows since,
honing their eighties chops to peak condition and having a hella lot of fun
along the way.
Relive the fashion, the fun and the tunes as the party hearty 6 piece run
through the greatest hits of the 80s. Whether it’s for a trip down memory
lane, or experiencing it for the first time, let SPRINGBREAK be your Ferris
Bueller and the Empire be your day off.

9

STAGERIGHT

THREATIN

SUN 11 NOV | 7PM | £14
Hailing from Hollywood, California, and following in the footsteps of
any amount of Golden State Greats, Jered THREATIN has become an
internet sensation, with his self-recorded YouTube films netting a legion
of dedicated fans. He’s now embarking on the aptly named Breaking the
World Tour.
While in the studio, Jered plays every instrument to the highest standard,
like a hard-Rock Prince, yet has assembled a crack team of swaggering
hired guns to deliver a first-rate live experience, alongside some top-notch
support acts in ICEAGE and BRAID.
10

ALL THE LUCK
IN THE WORLD
MON 12 NOV | 7.30PM | £10

Bringing traditional Irish music to the hipster haven of Berlin, Neil Foot,
Ben Connolly and Kelvin Barr create intricate alt-folk tunes, a million miles
away from the ‘throw a banjo at it’ excesses of Mumford and Sons, instead
drawing on the old story-telling traditions.
Hailing from the Wicklow mountains, the band’s self-recorded single Never
wowed the folk cognoscenti, selling over 120,000 downloads on iTunes and
attracting label attention. This would lead to massive European festival
slots and headline tours, and the rest, as they say, is history.
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THU 15 NOV | 9PM | £3

THE CRAWLING Album LauncH
CONJURING FATE
NEAMHNÍ
SOUNDS OF BELFAST
DISCONNECT METAL EDITION
Do you have what it takes to thrash with GIFTED?
Following the success and excess of the previous
metal orientated Gifted, we’re doing it again.
We’ve THE CRAWLING’s album launch, a cut 14
years in the making, and featuring members of
Honey for Christ, Zombified and Severance.
Support comes from DISCONNECT, who
specialise in dissonant, cathartic death metal with
influences across the musical spectrum, the mighty
CONJURING FATE and up and coming black
metal maestros NEAMHNI. Get some midweek
metal in your earholes!

THU 6 DEC | 9PM | £3

Owen Lamont
Glass Wings
Rory Nellis
Sonja Sleator
This is a very special Christmas GIFTED, as we
present the return of the incredibly talented OWEN
LAMONT. Last year, Owen surprised himself when
his Christmas tune struck a chord with the public,
and only went viral, didn’t it? We knew he’d do
good, though, and are dying to see the results of his
spell in Nashville this summer. Support comes from
Steven Jones’ GLASS WINGS. Lauded by The Thin
Air, REMY and Joe.ie, they’re one to watch. RORY
NELLIS, formerly of Seven Summits and Gifted
alumni in his own right, returns to The Empire
stage, and SONJA SLEATOR completes the line-up.
12
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"YOU’RE A
QUIZZARD HARRY"
WED 14 NOV | 7PM | £10

The morning owl just arrived with news of this pretty amazing event for
all fans of Harry Potter and his Wizarding World. This massive pub quiz,
organised on behalf of the Anthony Nolan Trust will feature special rounds,
ballots and other sorcerer’s surprises, all in aid of a great cause.
So if you know your Prongs from your Padfoot, your parseltongue from
your polyjuice, put The Empire into your Marauder’s Map and win some
fantastic pub-quiz prizes!
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ASLAN

FRI 16 NOV | 8PM | SOLD OUT
It’s amazing to think of how much the world has changed since the release
of ASLAN’s debut Feel No Shame in 1988. It makes us all feel a wee bit old
when this classic Irish band announces a tour celebrating that fact, but
we’ll let it pass, because we’re more than a wee bit excited.
A staple of any Trip to Tip goer’s musical landscape, ASLAN have defeated
line-up changes, excess and changing tastes to become one of Ireland’s
best loved legends. If you were there the first time, you’ll know exactly
what we’re talking about, and if you weren’t then where were you?
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THESE CHARMING MEN
SAT 17 NOV | 8PM | £11

The Smiths fans’ go to tribute band, THESE CHARMING MEN have toured
the globe paying tribute to the Pope of Mope and his Merry Men. Whether
it’s at Morrissey fan conventions or Japanese festivals, there’s always a
draw for this authentic tribute. Morrissey, Marr, Joyce and Rourke, (As
well as Gannon for the real completists) carved a swathe of classic hits and
albums throughout the 80s.
THESE CHARMING MEN perform a greatest hits set that encompasses
the rest of a career that helped define the 80’s, the B-sides and the fan
favourites. Two light ales please!
16

CABEYTU EUROPE

THE CABEYTU
BROTHERS
SUN 18 NOV | 8.30PM | £16

Cristian and Diego Cabeytu are legends on the Benidorm coast. People
flock to their residency, drawn by tales of the two classically trained
musicians who between them have mastered 15 different instruments and
interpret the classics in their own unique way.
It’s off season and the boys have hit the road, following last years’ sold out
UK tour. Ask anyone who’s seen them live, THE CABEYTU BROTHERS are
more than just another covers band!
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HERMITAGE GREEN
THU 22 NOV | 8.30PM | £14

One listen to any of HERMITAGE GREEN’s anthems in waiting will
convince you that these lads from Limerick are bound for the stadiums of
the world – which is all the more reason to see them here and now.
HERMITAGE GREEN return to the Empire Music Hall as the band emerge
from the mighty Rockfield Studios, home to everyone from the Manic Street
Preachers to Queen. When you’ve supported everyone from The Pogues to
Josh Ritter, where else is there to go but up?
Essential stuff from the band dubbed ‘Ireland’s Answer to Mumford and
Sons’.
18

P.A.I.N.

BOSS SOUND MANIFESTO
MADHOUSE | DJ ALI P
FRI 23 NOV | 8.30PM | £11
Known to all and sundry as the Propaganda and Information Network,
P.A.I.N. occupy the midpoint between Ska, Reggae, pissed-off punk and
radical politics. Signed to Iron Man Records, the band are as much about
supporting underground struggles as the live show - and a formidable live
show at that!
MADHOUSE were formed in 2014, as a local celebration of the very best
of ska and reggae, with a healthy dose of the spirit of 77 thrown in for
good measure. The line-up is rounded off by a set from BOSS SOUND
MANIFESTO and DJ ALIP
19

at a glance...
THU 1 NOV | 7.30PM | SOLD OUT

HAPPY ENDINGS
OLD DOMINION THE
WORLD TOUR

SAT 3 NOV | 8.30PM | £13.50

PEARL JEM

THU 8 NOV | 7PM | £14

ONLY
BINGO RAVE
BINGO LOCO IRELAND'S

SAT 10 NOV | 8.30PM | £12

SPRINGBREAK
SUN 11 NOV | 7PM | £14

THREATIN

MON 12 NOV | 7.30PM | £10

ALL THE LUCK IN THE WORLD
WED 14 NOV | 7PM | £10

"YER A QUIZZARD HARRY!"

PUB QUIZ IN AID
OF ANTHONY
NOLAN TRUST

THU 15 NOV | 9PM | £3

OF BELFAST 2018 - METAL EDITION
GIFTED SOUNDS
THE CRAWLING | CONJURING FATE | NEAMHNI | DISCONNECT

FRI 16 NOV | 8PM | SOLD OUT

ASLAN

FEEL NO SHAME
30TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR

SAT 17 NOV | 8PM | £11

THESE CHARMING MEN
SUN 18 NOV | 8.30PM | £16

THE CABEYTU BROTHERS
THU 22 NOV | 8.30PM | £14

HERMITAGE GREEN
FRI 23 NOV | 8.30PM | £11

P.A.I.N.

BOSS SOUND MANIFESTO
MADHOUSE | DJ ALI P

SAT 24 NOV | 8.30PM | £12

THE BON JOVI EXPERIENCE
WED 28 NOV | 8PM | £25

DAMIEN DEMPSEY
THU 29 NOV | 7PM | £20

MORGAN JAMES

SAT 1 DEC | 8.30PM | £22.50

WHEATUS

THU 6 DEC | 9PM | £3

OWEN LAMONT | GLASS WINGS
GIFTED RORY
NELLIS | SONJA SLEATOR

FRI 7 DEC | 8.30PM | £12

THE BJORN IDENTITY RECREATING ABBA
SAT 8 & 15 DEC | 8.30PM | £10

PLEASUREDOME CHRISTMAS
PARTY NIGHTS
MON 10 DEC | 7.30PM | £22.50

VILLAGERS KIT PHILLIPA
THU 13 DEC | 8.30PM | £5

SOUNDS OF NORTHERN IRELAND
FRI 14 DEC | 8.30PM | £10

RAISED ON ROCK

SUN 16 DEC | 7.30PM | £12/£15 AT THE DOOR

CONOR TAGGART & THE VICTORY ROLLERS
THU 20 DEC | 8PM | £10

ALL
PADDY RAFF RAFFING
THE WAY

FRI 21 DEC | 10PM | £15

+BKG

ROSS FROM FRIENDS: LIVE
SAT 22 DEC | 8.30PM | £6/£8/£10

INSIDE MOVES CHRISTMAS
PARTY
SUN 23 DEC | 7PM | FREE

JUMPER PARTY
WITH CONOR SCOTT
KEN HADDOCK'S CHRISTMAS

WED 26 DEC | 7PM | FREE

& SHORTBREAD PARTY
WITH CONOR SCOTT
KEN HADDOCK'S WHISKEY

FRI 28 DEC | 7PM | £14

ONLY
BINGO RAVE
BINGO LOCO IRELAND'S

SAT 29 DEC | 8.30PM | £17

MORE POWER TO YOUR ELBOW
MON 31 DEC | 8.30PM | £15

+BKG

NYE SUITED & BOOTED SPECIAL
Check out THEBELFASTEMPIRE.COM for more shows and info!

THE BON JOVI
EXPERIENCE
SAT 24 NOV | 8.30PM | £12

If you’re a regular gig goer at the Empire, there’s every chance you’ve come
across the mighty BON JOVI EXPERIENCE on your travels, and if you
haven’t, then why the hell not? Their secret weapon is the charming Tony,
a dead ringer for the man himself, and the only tribute act to perform at Jon
Bon Jovi’s birthday.
With celebrity fans in Nickelback’s Chad Kroeger and Radio 1’s Chris
Evans, as well as countless TV and festival appearances, the Bon Jovi back
catalogue is safe in the hands of the Experience. Blaze of Glory, It’s My Life
and, of course, Living on a Prayer will carry you home on this high-octane
night of hits!
22

AIKEN

DAMIEN DEMPSEY
WED 28 NOV | 8PM | £25

You want to feel old? It’s 18 years since DAMIEN DEMPSEY released They
Don’t Teach This Shit in School. It’s old enough to smoke, drink and own a
house, if it could ever get on the property ladder, and isn’t that the whole
point? Damian’s message of social justice has never been so relevant.
Damien will be warming up in The Empire Music Hall ahead of a four-night
run in Dublin’s Vicar street, and this will be the first chance anywhere to
catch material from the highly anticipated new album. Damian’s stage
presence is legendary, installing a sense of community at his gigs that
needs to be seen to be believed.
23

AIKEN

MORGAN JAMES
THU 29 NOV | 7PM | £20

Achieving fame as the voice of the ground-breaking Postmodern Jukebox,
who practically invented the modern pop song sung through a jazz filter,
MORGAN JAMES has since attracted all sorts of accolades, with the Wall
Street Journal proclaiming her album Hunter as ‘superb’, while the late,
great Prince Rogers Nelson gave his personal approval to her cover of Call
My Name. From the stages of Broadway to the lounge clubs of Harlem,
Morgan’s unique voice has enthralled audiences across the globe.
With your favourite covers and a few of her self-penned originals thrown in
for good measure, it’s the perfect excuse to dust off those dancing shoes.
24

SHIZZNIGH

WHEATUS

SAT 1 DEC | 8.30PM | £22.50
The original teenage dirtbags return, with a few more miles on the clock, a
little older, a little wiser. But with the same keen ear for a pop smash that
saw their slacker anthem everywhere at the turn of the century. Brendan
B. Brown managed to escape major label hell when a well known record
executive threatened to drop the band – and he took him up on the offer.
Since then, they’ve been involved in art heists, went down the old digital
download, pay what you want route, and have released 5 albums since
2000, with a 6th on the way. Survivors? Yes. Pop geniuses? Definitely.
Forget Iron Maiden, these are the hot tickets this winter!
25

THE BJORN IDENTITY
FRI 7 DEC | 8.30PM | £12

Knowing me, The Empire, knowing you, Bjorn Identity! Ahaaa!!!
So who are THE BJORN IDENTITY? Only the UK and Ireland’s finest
tribute to the Swedish four piece that helped define disco, soundtrack the
seventies and possibly pulled your parents together.
One of the few Abba tributes to play fully live, THE BJORN IDENTITY
bring the show to the audience, with singalongs, handmade authentic
costumes and audience interaction designed to put you slap bang in the
middle of the show. Just don’t tell Theresa…
26

PLEASUREDOME

80'S CHRISTMAS CRACKERS
SAT 8 & 15 DEC | 8.30PM | £10

Last Christmas, you came to the Empire. This year, you’ll be coming back,
like so many of the PLEASUREDOME’s party people, who all know that the
best parties were in the Eighties. Let Maurice Jay and his band take you
there, like a sparkly ringmaster with his shoulder padded cronies.
Get your glad-rags on for what promises to be THE eighties party night of
the season, with more hits than Rocky 1, 2 and 3 put together and a similar
lack of punch pulling. From your favourite movie hits, to the chartbusters,
from the cheese on toast to the ultimate anthems, PLEASUREDOME will
knock your neon socks off.
27

VILLAGERS

MON 10 DEC | 7.30PM | £22.50
One of the most consistent and talented artists that Ireland has ever
produced, Conor O’Brien, better known as VILLAGERS, has just released
one of the albums of the year, again, in the Art of Pretending to Swim. They
could have their pick of venues for this show, and we’re a little bit humbled
that they’ve returned to The Empire.
With the new album acclaimed as one of the most strident and confident
yet, Conor will be building on the successes of Becoming a Jackal (2010),
2013’s (Awayland) and the sparse beauty of 2015’s Darling Arithmetic. This
will sell out, mark my words.
28

AFTER DARK

RAISED ON ROCK
FRI 14 DEC | 8.30PM | £10

We wish you a merry Riffmas, with RAISED ON ROCK, simply the finest
classic rock and metal covers band available. Therefore, you need to start
pestering whoever’s been landed with the chore of organising the work
Christmas party RIGHT NOW!
From Meat Loaf to AC/DC, Toto to Def Leppard, consider RAISED ON
ROCK’s set an education into the louder end of music. With some of the
country’s finest session musicians, with years of experience ender their
studded belts you know you’re in good hands.
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CONOR TAGGART &
THE VICTORY ROLLERS
SUN 16 DEC | 7.30PM | £12/£15

AT THE DOOR

Transport yourself back to an altogether more glamorous time as The
Empire goes back to the forties. But the good side of the forties. None of
the unpleasantness. Ahem, anyway… THE VICTORY ROLLERS are an
all-professional close harmony trio, who will instantly transport you back
to the days of ration books and victory rolls, complete with authentic
outfits and sass to match. Tonight they’re joined by renowned Michael
Buble impersonator Conor Taggart. While the emphasis is on the greats
of wartime swing, there’s still plenty of love for the jazz classics and
standards. Whether it’s the upbeat toe-tappers, sentimental slowies or
smouldering torch songs, THE VICTORY ROLLERS will blow you away.
30

SHIZZNIGH

PADDY RAFF

RAFFING ALL THE WAY
THU 20 DEC | 8PM | £10
Get ready to Raff out loud this Christmas with the one, the only PADDY
RAFF. With an amazing two viral hits under his belt, Paddy’s unique take on
the 'Stacey’s Ma' and 'Broadway Girl'. Prepare for the sheer unadulterated
satire unleashed at the hands of Nigel, 'The BT9 Tout' and all of his other
amazing comedy creations.
Why spend the festive season in the company of the drunk uncle who
thinks he’s funny when you can join us and PADDY RAFF for a sleighful
of viral laughter.

31

BREEZE BLOCK

ROSS FROM FRIENDS
FRI 21 DEC | 10PM | £15 +BKG

ROSS FROM FRIENDS will be taking you way, way back to the old school,
in this pre-Christmas foray into the world of classic rave. Learning his craft
from his father, a well-regarded mobile DJ, Felix Clary Weatherall produces
lo-fi dance music based around the classic sounds of the Hacienda and
other turn of the 80’s legendary venues.
It’s a pretty massive coup for the Breezeblock folks to net ROSS FROM
FRIENDS, especially for the Christmas party to end all Christmas parties,
ad we do love a good dance down at the Empire. Good times are pretty
much guaranteed from this in-demand producer and full live set.
32

INSIDE MOVES

CHRISTMAS PARTY
SWOOSE

CONOR HARDING

|
|

SAT 22 DEC | 8.30PM |

SALLY C

MIKEY JOHNSTON

EARLY BIRD

33

£6/£8/ DOOR £10


Christmas
Ken Haddock's

Jumper PARTY

SUPPORT FROM CONOR SCOTT

|

FREE SUPPER

|

PRIZE FOR BEST JUMPER

SUN 23 DEC | 7PM | FREE ADM
34

Ken Haddock’s
- Boxing Night -
Whiskey & Shortbread
Supper Club

SUPPORT FROM CONOR SCOTT
WED 26 DEC | 7PM | FREE ADM
35

SD ENTERTAINMENT

MORE POWER TO
YOUR ELBOW
SAT 29 DEC | 8.30PM | £17

The live return of the mighty MORE POWER TO YOUR ELBOW is a cause
for celebration in all Celtic Rock circles. With a hefty dose of hardcore
traditional music and a pounding rock beat, the band’s early work saw
them spoken of in the same hushed terms as the Horslips or the Waterboys.
Debuting with a live album, MORE POWER TO YOUR ELBOW imprinted
a reputation as a formidable outfit on stage, which was then reinforced by
a series of incredibly well received American shows, sowing the seeds for
the likes of the Dropkick Murphys. 26 years on the road breeds a brilliant
live outfit. Come down and see why.
36

NEW YEAR’S EVE
SUITED & BOOTED

FEATURING THE VIBES | SPREE | MARIYAH | KNEECAP
MON 31 DEC | 8.30PM | £15
Get your gladrags on and polish up those dancing shoes, for the Empire
NYE SUITED AND BOOTED SPECIAl. With great live music 6 nights a
week, The Empire sees a lot of bands darken it’s doors, and we’ve picked
some of the very best for an eclectic, electric NYE party.
Roots regulars and good time party outfit THE VIBES will be bringing
their ska and reggae good times to the fore, alongside drum and bass
from SPREE, Danish Electronica from MARIYAH and local Hip-Hop from
KNEECAP. If that don’t get you dancing, nothing will!

NOW TAKING
CHRISTMAS BOOKINGS
2 Courses £19 | 3 Courses £23
BOOK NOW 02890 249276
info@thebelfastempire.com

of the month

NOV

BOURBON

GIN

JIM BEAM APPLE

Ha’penny
with Fentimans Mixer

SINGLE & mixer

£ 4 .95

DOUBLE & mixer

£ 6 .95

SUN - THU

£7.50

Beer

COCKTAIL

ADNAMS GHOST SHIP

Smuggler's Choice

£3

.95

Canadian Club, Creme de Cassis, Lemon Juice,
Sugar Syrup & Angostura Bitters

£5.95

COMING UP... IN 2019
SAT
5 JAN

8.30PM ǀ

The

£ 17.50

SAT
12 jan

r

Spectacula

8.30PM ǀ

£ 12

SAT
19 JAN

8.30PM ǀ

JARROD
DICKENSON

THE

ILLEGALS
al

80’s Valentine’s Speci

And MUCH, MUCH MORE ...

£ 13.50

thu
24 jan

8PM ǀ

£ 13.50

SAT
26 JAN

8.30PM ǀ

£ 12

sat
2 feb

8.30PM ǀ

Check out THEBELFASTEMPIRE.COM for more shows and info!

£ 11

12 Days of
MON 17 Dec the RARE AUL STUFF christmas Shindig
		
10.30pm | Bar | Free

TUE 18 Dec A DISCOBEARD christmas
		
11pm | Bar | Free

WED 19 Dec alternative CHRISTMAS QUIZ
		
10pm | Bar | Entry £1

THU 20 Dec CHRISTMAS BLUES with rab MCCULLOUGH & A VISIT FROM SANTA
		
10.30pm | Bar | Free

seasonal roots with The vibes
		
10.30pm | Bar | Free

fri 21 Dec

sat 22 Dec ROCKin' AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE with
		
ARMS OF VENUS DE MILO 10.30pm | Bar | Free
sun 23 Dec KEN HADDOCK'S CHRISTMAS JUMPER PARTY
		
with conor scott | 7pm | Music Hall | Free

wed 26 Dec KEN HADDOCK'S Whiskey & Shortbread Supper club
		
with conor scott | 7pm | Music Hall | Freee

thu 27 Dec RAB MCCULLOUGH Last blues of 2018
		
10.30pm | Bar | Free

seasonal Roots with hot sausage & mustard
		 10.30pm | Bar | Free

fri 28 Dec

sat 29 Dec still rockin after chrimbo with black market icons
		
10.30pm | Bar | Free

sun 30 Dec KEN HADDOCK'S hogmanay eve supperclub
		
7pm | Music Hall | Free

STRICTLY NO BALLROOM annual NYE 2018 PARTY
mon 31 Dec | 9pm | Bar | £5 Tickets from Bar

WWW.THEBELFASTEMPIRE.COM

